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ON POCKETS & SWEETS, Gail Bello
“I’ve got a pocket full of Go-Gurt” says the boy,
His sable hair slicked down under a white bandana.
He throws the sweetness out to the others.
The soft plastic tubes wriggle in midair
And plops into the hands of his friends.
I watch those who have been blessed with the artificial fruity custard slurp with elation,
Their eyes wide with gratitude.
My pockets contain a more practical filling and it is all mine.
My keys, my phone and I.D. are all cradled by the fleece lining.
But that’s just on the outside of my non-sugar-coat.
My inner secret pockets house my gloves.
Two additional hands with rubber grips,
Lint gathering on the fingers and wrists.
Balled up against my belly, they hide until I need them to provide warmth.
Three days later I’ve acquired some candy.
Now I possess the sharable confections.
I shall spread the flavor ‘round.
Some charitable chews, some laissez-faire lozenges
Can karma arise from caramels?
Either way I’d be glad to make someone’s day.
My treat.
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WHAT I SAID LAST NIGHT, Jessica Levine
Between the ages of five and nineteen, I had the pleasure of caring for the most
inconsiderate, irate, entitled cat that a pet lover could ever ask for. I refer to her only as
“The Queen” now. I won’t speak her name, lest I accidentally summon the forces of Hell.
That’s what female cats are called anyway. Queens. Fitting, right?
You might not believe this, as crazy as I am about keeping this room clean, but my
bed used to have a cat-hair quilt. The Queen had made my room her capital city, and
there wasn’t a damn thing I could do about it. If I kicked her out, she’d come right back
and settle herself exactly where she had been before. She’d smirk with her eyes like
cats do, mocking me with a flick of her ear. You sure showed me.
It wasn’t just my bed that The Queen claimed, either. She made a throne of everything I owned. Nothing was sacred. She demanded my chair, my lap, my desk, my computer keyboard, open textbooks, important papers, baskets of clean—clean—laundry,
etc. Often, I found her trapped in my closet and she’d glare at me like it was my fault.
But every night, no matter how I had disappointed her, The Queen would curl
up on my chest and purr. She purred. Because she was happy. Because I was making
her happy. And it was the damnedest thing, because I wasn’t trying to. I was just lying
there, existing. I wasn’t doing or saying anything. I was just there. But in those moments, that was all she needed. She was so, so happy because I was there. Because
she loved me. Because I was enough. I was enough for her.
Your snoring is a lot like that. That’s why I love sleeping like this, with my head on
your shoulder and my chest pressed against your side. Your snoring hums against me
like her purring used to, and when I feel it, I know that I’m enough for you. I know that
no matter what I said today, no matter what I forgot to do, I am enough. Through all my
missteps, through all my mistakes, through all things I wish I could take back, I am still
enough for you. You’re still here with me, happy. Because you love me. You love me,
and I am enough.
So, when you wake up, don’t apologize for snoring this time.
I promise I don’t mind it.
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PDA, M.C. Montague
when your love marches through
a minefield of acceptance
Public Displays of Affection
turn into
Public Displays of Alienation
turns into
Please Don’t Antagonize
Please Don’t Attack
turns into
People Don’t Actively
think about what they’re saying
because
People Don’t Actually
care about us
People Die All
the time
people like us
PDA is never as simple as
Public Display of Affection
it’s
Public Display of Audacity
to exist in a body like this
to love a body that mirrors it
just a little too much
Please Don’t Assume
Previous Denunciations Apply
who knew that holding my girlfriend’s hand
was a revolutionary act
a
Public Display of Assertion
that we are not going
anywhere
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FOR MULTI-RACIAL GIRLS, KEYA ACHARYA
I’m sorry so few people look like you
with curly hair from the white part of your family
---“Safety isn’t always safe. You can find one on every gun”-Andrea Gibson
sometimes I imagine Dadu telling me that it’s
safer to have an American accent
than it is for me to know who I am, 		
as in speak our language
but he is not the type to say that
instead he tells me that assimilation is just a part of immigration
I wish it wasn’t. I don’t believe it is.
What do you do when your elders didn’t teach you
the things you wanted to learn
because they just wanted you to feel loved and be safe
Are you safe yet?
Have you learned how to cope as a foreigner in every single land?
---I can count on one hand just how many
multiracial Indian-American girls I know
there is an instant bond every time I discover a new one
I wonder if this is how white people feel every time they see another white person
---when Dadu first came here,
he flipped through yellow pages
and found every Bengali name,
called each one up
and asked for chai
20 years later and Starbucks
sells
‘chai tea lattes’,
and a language that they do not understand
white people still ask me if I speak Indian or Hindu
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FOR MULTI-RACIAL GIRLS, cont.
Once, I used the word Dadu in a poem for workshop
and on every single copy of my poem was the comment
did you mean Dad or something else?
on the second draft I wrote at the bottom
Dadu, the Bengali word for your mother’s father
----
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BUTCH QUEEN, Katy Newton

Model: Harper Morgan
Photographer: Maxine Wallace Photography
Materials: Sculpted Antlers, Duct Tape, Hot Glue, Head Band, Skull, & Shattered Mirrors
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ANXIETY, Jiminy Crunket
The darkness was thick and suffocating, like a heavy blanket had been thrown on
the world. He had to get over the wall, had to get across the border before they caught
up to him. Hungry, voracious, ready to shred him to pieces. Despite the bramble under
his feet, his pace was unrelenting. His eyes were frantic, yet laser focused. Running
faster and faster, the ribs on his left side beginning to cry, begging for him to stop. But
he couldn’t. If he stopped, he’d be swallowed. As he made it through thick shrubbery
into a clearing he could see it; the wall. It stood tall, tyrannical, keeping the weak and
the foolhardy alike from a greater world.
He gasped for air, but still held strong, making a mad dash for the wall. And then
he heard them. He looked back and saw himself. A few of himself. Yet, shadowy. Apparitions, or specters. They oozed negativity, a noxious gas of doubt hovering in the air
around them like nighttime fog. They groaned and screeched, snarled and snapped.
His resolve doubled, and, with newfound adrenaline, he ran like a gale force wind towards the wall.
His doppelgängers held pace, though. Not faster, not slower. Just as he moved.
He held his hands out towards the wall, using them to stop his momentum in its tracks
as he smacked into it. Without thinking, he began to climb. The rough, uncomfortable
stone tore at his skin, peeling off layers as he climbed higher. He didn’t look down, but
he could hear them, his specters below, looking to pull and drag him down. The pain
forced his eyes shut as he screamed but climbed higher.
But then, with a final heave, he lifted himself over the edge to stand on top of this
monolith. He looked below as his specters faded, dissipated. Now, they were only a
memory. The yolk of the sun cracked over the horizon, bringing a new day.
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MASCULINITY SO TOXIC, Will Long
A boy thought the friend zone was safe to breathe until his male friends told him he
should be coughing/
This space was a dead land for virgins/
Sexless you could not be/ no/ friendless I could not be/
I faked a cough for the rest of those days/
Friendships with the wrong boys seemed to be a lot about being something I wasn’t/
taking pride in things I wouldn’t/
Friends with the right girls felt a lot like recycling/ Saturdays with the boys like littering/
Dishing out bullshit with the boys like smoke stacks from muscle trucks on fossil fuels
polluting this atmosphere until none of us could breathe.
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IF HUMANS BECAME STARS, Rachel Haywood
“What is the point of being alive if you don’t at least try to do something remarkable?”
–John Green

Alive—an adjective—living		
not dead.
To be alive one must breathe.
In and out. Exchange CO2 for		
Oxygen.
Stars—the masses of plasma suspended by gravity—
Die before humans even realize they
were
Alive. Stars do not breathe in and out.
We see the stars, but they are
Not living.
As I grew up, I wondered what it would be like
To be		
a star.
What does a child wish for upon a star in the night?
What would it be like to grant the wish of
a child?
How many wishes could I grant
in a single second?
Would my spirit live in space
While my body stayed behind on

Earth?

I imagine my soul shooting upwards in a beam of
Into the night sky, to sit next to the Little Dipper.
How bright of a star would I 		
be?
How often would I be
Visible to the naked 		
eye?

light

Immortal in death, my light would shine forever
Even as I died for billions of years.
Ashes to ashes
Dust to dust
Plasma to supernova to black hole.
I wonder
If stars wish that they would 		
not die
But breathe forever		
in and out.
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FRIENDS IN EMPTY ROOMS, Mason Pippenger
When the shagged and rusted 2005 Chrysler Town & Country pulled in my driveway,
I thought about turning around, unpacking my suitcase, and getting back in bed. Its
chipped navy blue paint and squeaky brakes only encouraged my fear of dying on this
trip. But when the car parked and honked its horn, my brother was already out the front
door with his belongings, and I knew that it was too late to back out now. After saying
a quick prayer (which became all too common an exercise on this excursion), I said
goodbye to my dog Daisy, and hoped that it wasn’t the last time I saw her.
Stepping into the backseat, I asked what had happened to the Ford Fusion we were
supposed to be taking. “Grandma thinks that this will be good enough,” replied my
friend Easton, who was in the driver’s seat. “Plus, it’s more spacious!” The phrase “good
enough” didn’t reassure my already anxious mind. But I shrugged and threw my bags in
the trunk along with the others.
Nappanee, Indiana to Fort Jackson, South Carolina is a fourteen-hour drive. None of us
had been before, but Tucker was graduating from Army boot camp and we wanted to
surprise our best friend. There was four of us: my brother Matthew, Easton, Isaac, and
me.
Up until now, my summer had consisted mostly of working in a cubicle at an insurance
company, and spending too much money on Dairy Queen. So, two days earlier, when
Isaac joked that we should spontaneously go South Carolina for Tucker’s graduation,
I said that we should seriously go. Why not? All four of us agreed. The summer was
winding down and had proven to be underwhelming. The next day, Matthew quit his
factory job, Isaac asked his dad for a few days off, Easton convinced his grandparents
to let us take their vehicle, and I emailed my boss and said a “family emergency” came
up. Two days later, I was on State Road 19, GPS in hand, and anxiety in my heart.
We pulled out of the driveway, picked up Isaac and were on our way. I inhabited the
back seat, making it my home with bags of Hot Cheetos, Starbucks cups, and a copy of
The Bell Jar.
As the rickety mom-van plugged down I-69, we made small talk. And, if I’m honest,
it was terribly awkward. It’s like when one of your mom’s friends says she hasn’t seen
you since you were a baby, and you don’t know what to do other than stand there, lips
pursed, forcing a smile, begging time to speed up to the end of the interaction. But we
had fourteen hours in a car to go.
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FRIENDS IN EMPTY ROOMS, cont.
We kept mostly reserved to ourselves and our phones. Isaac FaceTimed with some of
his friends from college. Easton, Matthew and I kept quiet. I read my book even though
I had just brought it as a backup plan for entertainment.
It hit me that I was kind of jealous of Isaac’s college friends, but I didn’t know why. I had
been friends with Isaac since elementary school. And when Easton and Matthew talked
about their new friends and said names I didn’t recognize, I felt that same hint of jealousy.
These new friends they had got to watch my friends grow and experience a part of life
that I had no idea about. They partied with new people and took midnight runs to Steak
N’ Shake with new people. And it’s not like I didn’t have any friends at college. I had met
a lot of people and made great friends. I know it sounds like I was a jealous-ex type or
that I’m possessive over my friends, but I swear it wasn’t like that. It was more of a sting.
I know that people aren’t like empty rooms. They don’t stay the same until I come back
to them, but sometimes I wish it was like that. And I know that’s selfish of me.
Just after crossing the Kentucky border, we decided to stop for gas and a lunch break.
Matthew decided that the nearest Panera would be a good choice, because the invention of the bread bowl is “God’s gift to mankind.” As our food came out and we began to
eat, the small talk began again.
“So… how’s the ladies?” Easton asked.
Even though I had come out to all of them sophomore year of high school, the fascination of girls and only girls continued to be a topic of discussion. They talked about how
many girls they had made out with, and what girls from high school they want to have
sex with while I remained silent for the duration of it, as usual.
They continued to talk when I finally said, “I made out with a guy last semester.” They
all stopped talking and turned towards me. It was silent for what felt like hours. Finally,
Matthew spoke up. “Were you the pitcher or catcher?” We all busted out with laughter
and I told them that we didn’t have sex. Then Easton suggested that I have sex with a
girl just to make sure I was really gay. I then guaranteed him that I was gay and that gay
sex was probably better than straight sex. We debated on and on about the existence
of the male G-spot to the scientific benefits of anal penetration.
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FRIENDS IN EMPTY ROOMS, cont.
We didn’t realize it, but our voices had risen to well above what was appropriate for
such a topic, made noticeable by the stares and scorns of the surrounding bread-eaters. We decided to leave.
On the road again, conversation and jokes seemed to come back again, like they used
to. The sting started to go away. Time was on my side again.
The remaining ten hours also included an attempt to drive up a literal mountain in this
shoddy minivan and us running over an abandoned tire, denting the already-dented
bumper. But we made it.
With the help of his family, we surprised Tucker on the day of his graduation. And the
next day, we made our way back to Indiana.
Somewhere in the west corner of North Carolina, right off highway 28, there’s a small
abandoned amusement park full of kids rides. I noticed it on our way through and said
that we should stop at it on our way back. So we did.
We parked the van on a dirt road nearby. All the rides were rusted and had obviously been left untouched for years. What caught our attention was a huge Ferris wheel.
Easton climbed over the locked fence that surrounded it and the rest of us followed.
We each climbed up into one of the decaying seats and sat down. The ride obviously
wasn’t going to move and we knew that. But we all just sat there, in our own space.
I watched the cars on the highway speed by and the sky turn from blue to orange. I
thought about time and empty rooms, and how maybe it’s good that things change.
I don’t know how long we stayed there, but the temperature started to drop, so we
made our way back to the van. As we drove through the dead of night, there were times
when the highway was completely empty. There were no other cars or semis, just the
four of us taking up the entire world.
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APOLOGY, Haley Hope Gillilan
Martin Pawley is a character in the American Classic Western “The Searchers.” He’s one-eighth Comanche, which is a detail that does not escape John Wayne’s character, Ethan Edwards. Even though
he’s biracial and doesn’t claim his Native American heritage, Martin has to stand in for all of the points
of views that the characters in the film have about Native Americans. At the same time, he’s white
enough to make the audience feel comfortable, and Ethan Edwards is able to “overcome” his racism
through his relationship with Martin.

When I raised this point in film school, my professor told me I didn’t understand the
theories were were discussing
Martin Pawley, I’m sorry
That people like us only exist in movies
To make a point
They bounce their slurs off you, their
Attitudes and rhetoric
So the audience knows
How the characters feel about
Your people
I’m sorry the director used make-up
To shade your skin darker
So he could drive home
You have two homes
So the audience understands
You’re The Other that lives next door
Your identity a simplified fraction
Boiled down to something digestible
An eighth that makes you credible,
Edible,
Worthy of all the insult
To justify what you endure
To give you a ticket to be a token
The audience would cringe
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APOLOGY, cont.
If you were any browner
They’d shift in their seats
When Ethan mutters “half-breed”
Your eighth makes you real
A target
It makes you acceptable to be seen on screen
Sympathetic, standing in the desert, a sidekick to the romantic hero
Seven-eighths isn’t enough
Until Ethan Edwards says it is
He adopts you as a nephew
But what did you gain for it
The audience claps,
See the White Man grow
I’m sorry Martin Pawley
Everyone told you your existence is a fluke in the dna
I’m sorry you have to straddle border lines
And you’re stuck in the in between.
I’m sorry that when I tried to apologize the first time, Martin
My professor highlighted my words on the screen
And implied I made up the word
Biracial
I’m sorry you keep having to prove yourself
That your ancestors only passed down the pain
And your not so ancient ancestors cast you out into the
Wild Wild Western
What more can you do
Than take the land back
And grow your own flowers.
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RAW IDEAS, Griffith Charles Williams
The sketchbook is a sacred tome.
A visual translation of the human brain.
Unorganized and dirty, it’s the dissonance preceding the harmony of an impenetrable
idea.
Crude and based correspondence with the audience opens communal instinctual psychic pathways in our collective unconsciousness. It’s the extreme beauty of raw ideas
with the roots still attached. Pieces of earth and brain matter dangling off the tips.
It’s what attracts us to banjo players and finger paints.
Comedians and masturbation.
Shakespeare and clay pottery.
To Beuys and Riff Raff.
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JOY, H L Rose
A toiling morning,
Thoughts soiling the dawning
Of the day.
I step into the shining
Of the rising sun ray,
And I see the colors lining
Where the horizons say,
This is a lovely morning
Which the lord has made.
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NOBODY, Curtis Lyon
Granddad beckoned me farther as we made our way through a thicker portion
of the crowd. It turned out to be one of the busier days in the art museum’s oldest and
most popular exhibit. We were in a large hemispherical chamber, brightly lit with golden rays streaming in from the east side of the glass dome. Bustling with people, and
filled with paper fluttering in the air like a cloud of white bats, casting thin shadows
across the crowd. Along the edges of the room were giant air conditioning registers,
blowing air into the center of the room.
Story went, Granddad was telling me on the bus ride here, if you held a piece of
paper—a letter, an envelope, a movie ticket, anything that could be carried away by the
draft—the room would deliver it to whoever it was meant for, whoever needed it the
most, whoever would appreciate it the best, whoever could—you get the idea.
As you make your way under the dim, warm lights in the hallway leading towards
the the exhibit, you’ll find a couple of those informational pedestals. The artist who designed it, some old, eccentric architect with a penchant for the romantic named Benedetto something, talked a lot about chaos theory in the conceptual stages of the chamber. How he wanted to visualize it, how he wanted to drench the audience in it - the
beauty of chaos, the wild, mystifying feeling of entropy as it unfolds all around you.
In my hand I held a letter, which I’d written several weeks ago but hadn’t sealed
until just last night. A letter I’d written for someone very important to me until I realized
it wasn’t for him anymore. So I wanted someone else to have it, which is why I asked my
granddad to take me to the art museum today.
He told me his first time here was when he was just nine, on a field trip. His teacher, Miss Sunder, asked his class to write an essay about their dreams over the weekend
and to bring it to school in an envelope. That Monday everyone piled into the school
bus and came here—right to this very room where I was standing fifty years later—and
let them fly at once. Everyone got to bring home an envelope they caught in the exhibit too. The system is supposed to be totally anonymous—loose one envelope into the
flurry of thousands of letters and pluck one back out again—but Granddad ended up
with a ticket to a baseball game from a boy his age who eventually became my great
uncle.
I wondered if I’d ever meet whoever got my letter today.
Granddad found a spot against the wall near the opposite end of the room from
the door we came in through, and pointed it out to me.
“This is it. This is the right spot for you.”
I saw the smile on his face turn him into that nine year old again, and couldn’t
help but smile back. He’d been feeling under the weather the last couple weeks, until I
called him last night. Holding my envelope over the vent under our feet, I closed my
-18-

NOBODY, cont.
eyes and took a deep breath. Another deep breath.
“Come on, kiddo. Let it fly.”
But for some reason, I couldn’t. I put my hand back down, shoving the envelope
back in my pocket with a sweaty palm. Something didn’t feel right. This was the wrong
choice. I was afraid.
Afraid of what? The entire lure of this place was that it promised fate. It promised
that faith would bring everything together in the end, tie up loose ends, create friendships, send off loved ones... But all of that was a lie. Everyone who walked into this
room was turning a blind eye to the randomness and hoping it was some divine entity
playing the tangled strings of chaos like a violin. And that scared me. It terrified me.
This room—brightly lit, warm, buzzing with life and swarming with memories—only
served as a sugar-coated reminder that all of life is just a series of random occurrences. No more intimate than being lost in a crowd of a hundred people, when all anybody wanted was a chance to have the room alone with karma or God or whatever they
thought controlled fate.
But maybe... maybe it didn’t have to be terrifying. Maybe all you needed was to
learn to be okay with chaos. Learn that faith didn’t have to be a personal connection
with anything higher up, learn that you could just have faith that chaos was going to do
its thing, and that you’d find yourself somewhere better eventually.
I felt a hand on my shoulder, and looked up at Granddad. He was giving me an
encouraging smile. And I thought: oh, what the hell, why not. I took the letter out of my
pocket and held it over the vent again, feeling the wind trying to tear it from my hand.
So I let go, watching it fly up over our heads, arching across the ceiling as if it was trying
to make it to the opposite side of the room before getting lost into the writhing mass of
letters in the air. Who knows where it went, who knows who’d eventually pick it up.
I watched the envelopes as a whole now, how they danced, how they collided and
dropped from the air, how they constantly changed shapes like a boiling cloud or a
mass of ants.
And suddenly came an envelope, pinwheeling downward towards me. I reached
out and snatched it from the air, flipping it over to rip it open. Everyone said this letter
was meant for me, but I knew the truth: this letter wasn’t meant for anyone. It came from
nobody. The sort of nobody who you remembered after you forgot who your dream was
about, the sort of nobody who you whistled to in an empty room, the sort of nobody you
bumped into in a crowd.
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ODE TO A FORMER FUTURE, Alex Castillo
you count 20 backwards from the other side of an oak tree in a park in Montgomery
the squirrels on the sidewalk are chittering, talking as they do
wondering what we have come to bring them
the audacity, to enter a home uninvited and empty handed
and you watch my smile fade like the evening sunset
laughing in that soft way that you do, telling me, this is how it ought to have been all
along
here, hold onto me, while you still can
here, kiss me and taste all the cities we will never go to
here, let’s play one last game of hide and seek
where I hide and you never come looking for me
this day, this last summer day, is so hot
I take my skin off in the middle of the city sidewalk as I try to find my way home without
you
everyone stares like I am a candle managing to burn without a wick
naked bones in the street, dropped jaws and stopped traffic
we make eye contact from a stoplight away
you watch my bare my skeleton in front of the whole city with your fists clenched, leaving
yes, look at all the nothings you’ve done to me
I know you don’t want me, I’d never dare waste my time to beg you to stay
and after, when I finally reach home
I lie there completely still in my shallow darkness,
stitched back together, all scars and dust in that dress you loved, the one with the orange flowers,
until it rots off my body and I have no energy not to stay naked, not to be dust
there is a morning, one where I rise again, slowly and painfully
that I hear you outside the door of my house
with your heart and all your apologies in your hands,
the doorbell ringing like the suicide hotline at the end of the world
the ship is sinking, and everybody wants to
jump overboard, jump overboard, jump overboard
but hope for a reason not to
nobody knows what to say,
maybe it’s not the end of the world, we won’t find out till it’s all over
we either wake up tomorrow or we don’t
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ODE TO A FORMER FUTURE, cont.
I don’t do you any favors and I don’t answer the door
there you stay, on the other side
saying “god, just please let me back in, I finally found you.”
crying, all gone south, you pin your last hopes on this side,
sitting with my back against the door, trying to be
close enough and far enough all at once
to hear the noise and not be a part of it
If this is the end of the world, I’ll gladly go down with it
My eyes are shut so tight I doubt they will open again
and we’re back at the park in Montgomery
holding on to the light as the morning fades to afternoon
I put a note in your palm that says “If you can’t find me, just call.”
I count to 20 forwards and wait for the sky to fall on top of me
It never does.
you never do.
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SHIVERING & NAKED IN THE BELLY OF IT ALL, PrestonRadtke
Abridge to the erring hour.
Whereupon the specters of Lethe begird.
For all the Lord’s sought Bethesda’s stare;
And return with no surrogates to bare.
An Oculus for all to fear;
Alexander, Muhammad, and Augustus.
The Wargs, they once spoke about it,
The sphinx, minnows, and amoebas too.
For a single sojourned in the Creche.
Sentineled against rays; grime; and the Great Knowing.
For the Creche stole Xerxes’s finest Immortal;
Permitting no shimmer or shadow.
For the deaf became blind and the blind became mute;
Infinitely Immortalized be any shriek or holiest of gesture.
None spoke of it;
Merchant, Demon or Deity.
Save me.
Let me love; suffer; and endure.
Please oh Immortal, release me from this preordained bliss;
Unleash me and let me make a catastrophe.
The Hope, it is still there;
Let the whispers of Prophecy find their voice.
You were once great;
Now, before the final hour, please let me.
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LOVE NO. 1, Celina Timmerman

Medium: Digital Collage
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THE FIVE LESSONS I REMEMBER FROM HIGH SCHOOL, Dakota Clark
The mitochondria is the powerhouse of the powder keg that set off world war 1.
“A” squared plus “B” squared, equals “see mom I told you I didn’t need to study”
“I” before “E” except after I don’t keep contact with any of my old friends.
Romeo, oh Romeo if a train left the station at 12:30 going east at 45 miles per hour, how
long would it take for a bill to become a law.
I defeated high school, much like Dewey defeated Truman.
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AND AGAIN, Rosie Gailor
She revels in grief;
her grief is
wretched
Fingertips rubbing temples,
tapping on windows,
hands wringing
Phone ringing, news wretched
her grief does not wait:
cries, ringing out
Again and again
it is all-consuming. She chokes from it,
, wretched
A dead bird found in the garden,
the unbearable weight of
hiding in the dark
A mother no longer there,
mourning in anticipation of loss
and hurting
Things are always lost or forgotten; her heart breaks pre-emptively and , her hands wringing
Haven’t you heard?
She’s pulled apart by sadness
she revels in grief.
She didn’t sleep last night;
smothering her,
no room for anything else
Phone ringing, news wretched,
claw-like
, wretched
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THESTRONGESTSTUFFEVER: PART 1, Noneofyourdamnbusiness
I looked at the clock—it read 9:32pm. We were laying on his couch, only halfway
through the movie we were watching. I was getting restless.
You’ve only seen him once this week and he loves you so much, after all that your doing to him you can at least tolerate the rest of this movie, I said to myself. I looked at
the clock again: 9:35pm, only this time, he was watching me. My eyes redirected to the
TV, pretending to be engaged in the movie that I had picked out, solely because it was
the shortest. I didn’t want to be there. I didn’t want to be with him—not just in that moment, but never again. My mind flashed to my other lover, the one I longed to be with.
I felt the caress of his lips on my neck, his hands holding my lower back with my legs
around his torso. A chill ran down my spine at the thought of his touch, stimulating every
goosebump on my body. I opened my eyes, longing to be next to the one who made me
feel so alive.
I could no longer endure the company of my current boyfriend—my boyfriend of two
and a half years. I was too different. I had outgrown him. Everything about him now irritated me, yet I was afraid to tell him the truth, because there was no way that he could
handle the greatest loss of his life up to that point. But I wanted to tell him. I wanted to
tell him every single time that I was with him because every second wasted with him
could have been precious moments spent with my other lover, precious moments I
could have spent happy.
I did not feel guilty, but I worried for his safety. How exactly do you deliver one of the
most difficult blows of a person’s life to someone who has almost no coping skills? You
don’t. You let them bathe in their own ignorance, as you gently pour the warmth of lies
onto their body, covering them head to toe in the illusion of you that they perceive.

A note: Parts 2-5 will be published in our next 4 issues, as an ongoing series.
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EXQUISITE ACCIDENTS, Lane Carey
Her cheeks reflect roses
with bright and liquid shine.
She’s rotten cherries that
became sweet wine, burning
throats and tickling pink tongues.
Her words; her red rose thorns,
Those thorns break through soft cheeks.
Strawberry syrup drips
down a clear rosebud face.
Her petals; her eyes, soft
distract from strawberry
syrup, still bleeding down.
Her skin, a tapestry
done entirely in red silk.
Wine spills on white carpet –
exquisite accidents.
She dyes everything now,
her pomegranate wine heart.
Rose petals dust the spot,
where she used to reside.
Still wilted emptiness
paves way for a garden.
Dark soil, new seeds, flowers
sprouting, grow any color but
You never plant red seeds.
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NOTES FROM THE EDITORS
Turnpike has been a long time coming. To be honest, making this issue has been tough we’ve spent hours flooding our group chat, reviewing submissions, teaching ourselves how to
use InDesign, and trying to cultivate our own little community of creatives. I always find solace
in these communities, but worried that in moving back to Indianapolis, I would lose that sense
of belonging that I had found in Ball State and the general Muncie area. That being said, I
recently have been interested in what it takes to develop these spaces, and then what it takes
to make these spaces feel like a home. In our continued work to figure out those philosophical bits, I hope Turnpike will become a home for artists, poets, authors, and all of their moving
work. I want to thank my team, our communities/homes, and anyone who stumbles upon our
publication and finds a little sunlight in between the pages. Stay golden, my friends.

- Natasha Chopra, Visual Art Editor & Co-Founder

I’ve been thinking a lot about gratitude lately, and how bad I’ve always been at showing it.
I’m very guilty of that habit of saying “sorry” before “thank you.” So, whatever I’m supposed to
be sorry for at the moment, I’m gonna ignore and say from the bottom of my heart, thank you.
Thank you to the contributors who poured their hearts into the work we had the pleasure of
reading, thank you to my fellow editors who busted their asses making this project happen,
and thank you to the readers who actually take the time to peek at these little editor notes.
I’m going to be very busy for the next eighteen months or so, so I’m just thrilled to be a part of
such a wonderful project with wonderful people. Thanks again to the contributors, editors,
and readers. Keep writing and reading, please.
- Matthew Scott Swain, Poetry Editor & Co-Founder

A month ago, I moved from my college town to a new city, one I’m only vaguely familiar
with. But this feels like a transition. I’m working through these feelings--not understanding how to make a home out of a city that doesn’t yet belong to me--so perhaps
we’ll see a creative nonfiction essay about it soon. My point is: thank you for allowing
Turnpike to become a home for something, for your words, your art, your heart. Hopping on the editorial team has already been an amazing experience. Reading the work
of our contributors, working hard alongside Matt and Tasha to bring this out to you...
all I can say is: thank you for allowing me to do this. I’m older but I’m still young, still
confused about what I want out of life. But I know how passionate I am about art and
the world of publishing. Words are nightmarish and difficult but sharing them hopefully helps at least one other person. We’re all just trying our best and I cannot thank our
contributors enough for allowing us to house their work. Thank you to my fellow editors,
and anyone reading this.

- Paige Price, Prose Editor
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MORE INFORMATION ON TURNPIKE
What is Turnpike?
Turnpike is a literary and art magazine that focuses on fulfilling themes and underrepresented voices.
What does Turnpike do?
Turnpike focuses on the changes and shifts that confuse and bewilder us; moments of
decisive passion, breaths of fresh air, and all the tiny and gigantic things that facilitate
our growth find their place here.
We publish new issues every other month, featuring visual art, poetry, fiction, creative
nonfiction, and anything else you’ve deemed worthy of sharing. Anything that’s especially difficult to describe, explain, or contain in one genre is also more than welcome.
Look out for our second issue coming this November!
Why “Turnpike?”
We chose the name “Turnpike” to indicate a deviation, or turn from what is expected.
So often in the creative community do we focus on one type of voice and one type of
theme. In our personal experience with literary journals, we noticed a consistent focus
on trauma and misfortune that, while important, can become kind of damper on mental
health. Additionally, we noticed that other publications may not highlight LGBTQ+ folk,
persons of color, and other marginalized identities.
Our turn from the norm is to provide content based on more positive themes and to
provide a space for voices that may be underrepresented in other media. While other
publications that explore aforementioned voices and themes are helpful and important,
we strive to deviate, to be refreshing and vulnerable in a new way.
Let us know what you think of our inaugural issue!
– the turnpike team

Questions? Visit our website!
Or email us at: turnpikemagazine@gmail.com
Follow us on: Twitter | Instagram | Facebook
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